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Concurrent Patterns and Best Practices: Build scalable apps with patterns in multithreading, synchronization, and functional programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A definitive guide to mastering and implementing concurrency patterns in your applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Build scalable apps with patterns in multithreading, synchronization, and functional programming
	
			Explore the parallel programming and multithreading techniques to make...
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Geek House: 10 Hardware Hacking Projects for Around Home (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
* From the garage to the living room, Geek House provides hackers with 10 PC-based hardware hacking projects that are not for the faint of heart!
    * Taking the DIY mentality to a whole new level, this book teaches techies how to hack, customize, and modify everything-from their sprinkler systems to the temperature of their barbecues
...
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C# 2008 Programmer's Reference (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Have access to all aspects of the C# programming language at hand with the C# 2008 Programmer’s Reference, the only comprehensive reference guide for C# programmers. Regardless of your experience with C#, you will appreciate the detailed code samples, which offer a quick and easy way to help you refresh your understanding of...
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OFDM-Based Broadband Wireless Networks: Design and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Emerging technologies such as WiFi and WiMAX are profoundly changing the
landscape of wireless broadband. As we evolve into future generation wireless
networks, a primary challenge is the support of high data rate, integrated multimedia
type traffic over a unified platform. Due to its inherent advantages in
high-speed...
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Multithreaded Programming with Java TechnologyPrentice Hall, 1999
Multithreading gives developers using the Java 2 platform a powerful tool for dramatically improving the responsiveness and performance of their programs on any platform, even those without inherent multithreading support. Multithreaded Programming with Java Technology is the first complete guide to multithreaded development with the Java 2...
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Java Threads and the Concurrency UtilitiesApress, 2015

	This concise book empowers all Java developers to master the complexity of the Java thread APIs and concurrency utilities. This knowledge aids the Java developer in writing correct and complex performing multithreaded applications.


	Java's thread APIs and concurrency utilities are among its most powerful and challenging...
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Understanding MySQL InternalsO'Reilly, 2007
Although MySQL's source code is open in the sense of being publicly available, it's essentially closed to you if you don't understand it. In this book, Sasha Pachev -- a former member of the MySQL Development Team -- provides a comprehensive tour of MySQL 5 that shows you how to figure out the inner workings of this powerful database. You'll go...
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SharePoint 2007 Development Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Sharepoint)Apress, 2008
Welcome to SharePoint 2007 Development Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach! What you’re about to read is the result of an idea thread that’s been rolling around in my head for several years—the need for a practical guide that empowers and enables developers to leverage the full potential of SharePoint in the enterprise.
...
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Expert Cube Development with SSAS Multidimensional ModelsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Expert tips and tricks for designing Analysis Services Multidimensional Models


	About This Book

	
		Design SQL Server Analysis Services cubes, dimensions, and calculations from the experts!
	
		Add calculations to the cube, including implementing currency conversion and a date tool dimension

...
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Java 2 Web Developer Certification Study Guide, 2nd EditionSybex, 2002
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Exam 310-080, Sun Certified Web Component Developer for J2EE Platform.    

    This Study Guide provides:      

	In-depth coverage of every exam objective      
	Practical information on programming servlets, developing JSP pages,...
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Circuit Analysis (Woodhead Publishing Series in Electronic and Optical Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	This text presents the fundamentals of circuit analysis in a way suitable for first and second year undergraduate courses in electronic or electrical engineering. It is very much a ‘theme text’ and not a work book. The author is at pains to follow the logical thread of the subject, showing that the development of topics, one from...
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Hands-On Concurrency with Rust: Confidently build memory-safe, parallel, and efficient software in RustPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get to grips with modern software demands by learning the effective uses of Rust's powerful memory safety.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn and improve the sequential performance characteristics of your software
	
			Understand the use of operating system processes in a high-scale...
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